
Thanks to...

...Mom and Dad for a love of music and a lot of patience.  I had always sort of dreamed of 
handing you two an album of my music I had produced.  Sorry I finished too late.

...Marcia for 25 years of laughter, love and amazing metaphors.  You have become my 
inspiration.

...Al for 35 years of brotherhood, unlimited musical joy and my first several trips to Paris, for 
sweet flute and rousing harp, for listening through countless early mixes, for spending an entire 
day helping edit/mix these tracks when you could have just as easily been flying to Yogykarta, 
sipping cognac or mopping toilets at Kopi instead.  

...Timothy for hours of diligent goatliness and unparalleled rhythmic focus--frère toujours m'y.  
We all march to a different drummer--and I at least know whose is mine.

....Jet for many miles behind, many more ahead, wonderful harpage, appreciative listening and 
the loan of your lovely Alvarez classical that plays the sweetest guitar notes on the whole 
album--Jubilee’s solo.

...Tim Sharpe for your heavenly harmony and the loan of your exquisite (and tuneable...imagine 
that!) mandolin for purposes of redubbing parts originally laid down by my horrid Chinese piece 
of shit.  

...Clay for accordion on Crash and for the courage I derived from gazing at your route across 
Nebraska in the basement studio when I occasionally became dejected thinking I didn’t have it in 
me to complete this stupid project.  Given events immediately following your recording session, 
if I ever write a song called Coma I promise I will not ask you to play on it.

...Seth for all the feedback and encouragement.  Re: upcoming series: Lose one in the wash!

...The wonderful piano player we heard that night on Boulevard St. Michelle near the 
Luxembourg Gardens.

...Stephen Foster, Wendell Berry, Joan Didion, Joni Mitchell, Robert Krunwich, Andre Maurois, 
David Foster Wallace, Rose Brown, Tim Carlisle, Megan Turner, Steve Jobs and whoever came 
up with Pro Tools, the gal who first planted grapes in the region between the Dordogne and the 
Gironde, the guys who made my Guild D-40 cutaway acoustic guitar 25 years ago--good work, 
dudes!, my sisters, my brothers, my friends and neighbors, my various relations and my sweet 
puppy dog, Kevin Stanley, who sure gets riled up when you start pitch-shifting human voices at 
high volume.  Chill out, dude--the album’s finished now.




